1. Replace God with “gods”

Objective: Introduce extraterrestrial (ET) pantheons of “gods” first as mythological, and later as substitutes (See: Actor Jack Black leading a Prayer to Satan at the 2009 MTV Awards in my March 21, 2012 article).

Replacements: ENKI and family (also known as Osiris, Isis, Horus, Zeus, Hathor, Thoth, etc., etc., etc.)

Keys: ENKI = Satan, Extraterrestrials are from Sirius, Sirians Created Other ET Races, Sirians Hide

Implementation: Pantheons of Egypt, Greece, India, reorganized and labeled Neopaganism in the 21st Century.

Vehicles: Music, Books, Movies, Magazines, Events and Celebrity Role Models

Evidence: 2009 MTV Award Show “Prayer,” Wikipedia’s “Post Christian” Entry, and many others.

See: Godsebook articles and notes:
- March 21, 2012 (new site)
- March 16, 2012 (new site)
- August 21, 2010
- June 27, 2010
- April 1, 2010

Image: Actor Jack Black leading 2009 MTV Award Show audience in a prayer to Satan.

Image: April 1966 cover of Time Magazine.
2. Create Secret Societies and Magical Orders

Objective: Control the world’s positions of power through (ET) bloodline elite memberships

Societies: Freemasonry, Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, Thelema

Keys: Truth has been a closely held secret among top level initiates, heavy concentration in the United States, orders and societies can be traced to Egypt

Implementation: Chapters and branches around the globe, introduce top initiates to “theurgy” (rituals to summon gods; gods = aliens)

Vehicles: Government officials (e.g. Presidents), CEOs, occult leaders (Aleister Crowley, Anton LaVey, Charles Manson).

Evidence: Masonic temples, Freemasonry symbols

Image: Washington in his Freemason apron. Sirius is the 5-pointed star in Freemasonry.


Image: Washington is surrounded by 13 maidens in an inner ring with Greek and Roman gods and goddesses in a second ring (See images of ENKI and his son on the next page…)
3. Create Secret Societies and Magical Orders (continued)

**Image:** Neptune (one of ENKI’s names) in The Apotheosis of Washington painting.

For a link to a PDF file containing a chart of ENKI family members and their many names, see my March 21, 2012 article (new site) in a section titled “Madonna Helps Make a Connection to Egyptians (Aliens) at the Super Bowl.”

**See:** Godsebook articles and notes:

- March 16, 2012 (new site)
- November 22, 2010
- November 20, 2010
- August 21, 2010
- June 18, 2010
- June 12, 2010
- May 31, 2010
- April 14, 2010
- April 1, 2010
- March 25, 2010
- March 23, 2010
- March 22, 2010
- March 14, 2010
- March 12, 2010
- March 8, 2010
- March 5, 2010
4. Promote Magical Powers Through Movies & TV

Objective: Introduce supernatural powers as “normal.”

Powers: Interdimensional travel, manipulation of energy, super-strength, etc.

Keys: Extraterrestrials have powers that exceed human capabilities. Wiccans worship a horned god (Wikipedia) and Satan is the god of vampires (Wikipedia).

Implementation: Bombard publishing and film with supernatural stories, especially those produced for teens, convert teens to Wicca (a polytheistic religion that has been called the “fastest growing religion in the United States”).

Vehicles: Movie franchises of bestselling books (e.g. Harry Potter, Twilight), Comic Book Movie adaptations, alien films, television series.

Evidence: Vampirism and Sorcery (Witchcraft) dominate teen publishing and films, characters representing ENKI and family show up in many films.

See: Godsebook note:
• March 7, 2010

Image: Robert Pattison as Edward Cullen in the Twilight franchise.

5. Promote Magical Powers Through Movies & TV (continued)

- Ranker.com lists 256 alien films from 1918 to 2011 (*Himmelskilbet to Super 8*)
- Boxofficemojo.com lists 104 comic book adaptation films from 1978 to 2012 (*Superman to Ghost Rider: Spirit of Vengeance*. Eighteen more will be released in 2012)

**See:** Godsebook notes:
- March 21, 2011
- August 9, 2010
- August 6, 2010
- March 21, 2010

**Image:** Abe Sapien, a Dark Horse Comics character. Fictional biography from Wikipedia:

*Sapien began life as Langdon Everett Caul, a Victorian scientist and businessman who became involved with the Oannes Society, an occult organization who believed in life and all knowledge having come from the sea.*

In my note titled, “Robert Temple’s book, The Sirius Mystery, Part 2,” [3/12/10], I explained that one of ENKI’s many names is Oannes.

Simon Pegg and Nick Frost in *Paul* (2011)

Mickey Rourke as Ivan Vanko in *Iron Man 2* (2010)

Vanko, also known as “Whiplash” who says the most horrible line I have ever heard in a movie preview:

“If you can make God bleed, people will cease to believe in Him.”
6. Promote Magical Powers Through Movies & TV
(continued)

Rob Pattinson and Kristen Stewart as Edward Cullen and Bella Swan in the *Twilight* franchise.

See: Godsebook notes:
- November 4, 2010
- June 30, 2010
- June 24, 2010
- June 15, 2010
- April 18, 2010
- April 14, 2010
- April 10, 2010
- March 14, 2010
- March 10, 2010

Bram Stoker is the author of Dracula that was published in England in 1897. Stoker is rumored to have been connected to the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn along with J.R.R. Tolkien (Lord of the Rings) and C.S. Lewis (The Chronicles of Narnia).

Wikipedia’s “vampire” page says ancient Indian goddess Kali and the ancient Egyptian goddess Sekhmet are linked with drinking blood. Kali and Sekhmet are both blue-skinned deities. Sekhmet, or Hathor, is one of Ninmah’s many names. Ninmah is ENKI’s wife. Blue skin is a characteristic of a race of aliens known as the Sirians.

A reviewer at Open Letters Monthly, a site for monthly arts and literature reviews, says the public has been bombarded with vampire books for the past 30 years.
7. Promote Magical Powers Through Movies & TV (continued)

Actresses who have helped sell witchcraft…

Cate Blanchett as Galadriel in The Lord of the Rings (2001-2003)
Sandra Bullock as Sally Owens in Practical Magic (1998)
Neve Campbell as Bonnie in The Craft (1996)
Claire Danes as Yvaine from Stardust (2007)
Sarah Michelle Gellar as Buffy in Buffy the Vampire Slayer (1997-2003)

Nicole Kidman as Isabel in Bewitched (2005)
Alyssa Milano as Phoebe Halliwell in Charmed (1998-2006)
Susan Sarandon, as Queen Narissa, Enchanted (2007)
8. Promote Magical Powers Through Movies & TV (continued)

Occult symbolism and ENKI family members in Comic Book adaptations

Chris Hemsworth as Thor, Marvel, 2011. Thor is one of Thoth’s many names.

Anthony Hopkins as Odin, one of ENKI’s many names. Odin is Thor’s father (Marvel, 2011).

Pentagram on Captain America’s shield (Marvel, 2011)

Odin’s Cosmic Cube Captain America’s shield (Marvel, 2011)
9. Promote Books/Movies to Honor Thoth/Hermes

Extraterrestrial (ET) pantheons of “gods” have been carefully introduced as mythological

Pan, in Pan’s Labyrinth. Pan, son of Zeus, is one of Thoth’s many names.

See: Godsebook note:
- June 18, 2010

Daniel Radcliffe and Emma Watson as Harry Potter and Hermoine Granger in the Harry Potter franchise.

Above Left: J.K. Rowling, author of the Harry Potter series that was published for ten years and sold over 400 million copies.

Left: Bust of Hermes (Hermes is also known as Mercury—notice the hat with wings).

When Rowling completed the last book in the Harry Potter series, she was staying at the Balmoral Hotel in Edinburgh, Scotland (location of the Thoth-Hermes Temple of the Golden Dawn). Rowling wrote the following message on a marble bust of Hermes in her room: “J. K. Rowling finished writing Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows in this room (652) on 11 January 2007.”
10. **Use Overt Sirian Symbols & Blame Illuminati**

To see the following two images, access a link to a Galactic Federation landing video in my April 30, 2010 note:

Sirian making triangle hand gesture in Galactic Federation landing film (YouTube).

To view this film, access my April 30, 2010 note on the older site and look for a link in the section titled, “Plans for a Mass Landing.”

**See:** Godsebook notes:
- May 31, 2010
- May 29, 2010
- April 30, 2010

The Sirius star configuration is an equilateral triangle as shown in a Galactic Federation landing video (YouTube).

Jay Z’s wife Beyonce Knowles appears in a photo with an Eye of Horus symbol.

Rapper Jay Z makes an Eye of Horus symbol.

Eye of Horus symbol on the one dollar bill has connections to Freemasonry and Egypt.
11. Manipulate Money & Blame Illuminati

Objective: Create economic slavery and a desire for a solution (e.g. one world government and intervention by an alien race).

Manipulation: Inflationism, market bubbles, crashes and related unemployment

Keys: Inflation did not exist until after the Federal Reserve was created in 1913.

Implementation: Create the problem, blame the Illuminati and introduce a solution (e.g. intervention).

Vehicles: Federal Reserve, Dot Com bubble, housing bubble, high interest rates, etc.

Evidence: Spokespeople introducing aliens and illuminati blame at the same time (e.g. David Icke, Foster Gamble)

See: Godsebook article and notes:

- March 8, 2012
- March 6, 2012
- March 3, 2012
- February 28, 2012
- August 29, 2010
- April 28, 2010

Benjamin Fulford, journalist, who has “allied with the Galactic Federation to end slavery and poverty” (Source: Galactic Federation landing film, YouTube, see 4/30/10 note).

Foster Gamble (of Procter and Gamble) produces a video called Thrive and blames the world’s economic problems on the human illuminati. They are to blame, but they act in concert with the Sirians.
12. Introduce Synthetic Life

**Objective:** Introduce computer-created life that is software-dependent (i.e. computer-controlled)

**Example:** Dr. Craig Venter synthetic cell project, LeJolla, California

**Keys:** Lack of media commentary about ethical implications

**Implementation:** Probable path for introducing more advanced life forms in the future.

**Vehicles:** Most likely related to genetics patenting by multi-nationals (e.g. Monsanto, Genus, etc).

**Evidence:** Photographs of Craig Venter on his sailboat he named the Sorcerer II.

**See:**
- Godsebook article
- and note:
  - March 3, 2012
  - May 27, 2010
13. Introduce the Dodecahedron

**Objective:** Introduce dodecahedrons as the key to manifestation, levitation and travel through portals

**Examples:** Grid around the Earth, and nanoparticles

**Keys:** Dodecahedrons are building blocks of artificial life

**Implementation:** Introduce dodecahedrons from the “ancients” (Thoth, ENKI) explaining that the technology is available for converting humanity into a “new race.” The word “transmutation” is being used to describe the conversion.

**Vehicles:** Documentaries *(The Birth of a New Humanity, 2010)* and a book *(Oracle of the Illuminati, 2006)*

**Evidence:** Authors Drunvalo Melchizedek and William Henry refer to Thoth and ENKI in their books and videos.

![Dodecahedron](image-url)

(Wikipedia) A two-dimensional stellated dodecahedron looks like a pentagram.
14. Introduce the Dodecahedron
(continued)

Dodecahedrons are described as “programmable” and self-replicating.

William Henry offers books, DVDs and Web radio shows that describe illuminated beings (his term for alien) who want to “transmute” humans (his expression for conversion into an artificial form that can “levitate” and move through stargates).

The first chapter of William Henry’s *Oracle of the Illuminati* contains a detailed description of dodecahedrons as small as a human cell. He says they have been used since ancient times (by Thoth).

See:

- Sept. 29, 2010
- Supplement A
- May 2012 (coming soon)

William Henry has written over a dozen books (available as Kindle downloads for the Kindle device or the free PC or Mac reader).
15. “Pole Shift” Life That Does Not “Transmute”

Objective: Transmute God-created life into an alien form, “pole-shift” what can’t be converted and sever ties to the real God.

Consequence: God-created life cannot be successfully transmuted (humans, animals and plants). A pole-shift would destroy life on Earth.

Keys: Drunvalo Melchizedek and Marina Popovich are broadcasting messages to move to Earth’s 4th Dimension. This message must be for RECENT alien colonists. Note: Lisa Renee (Part 4, Galactic Federation Web Site Series) uses the word “transmute” and “download,” See: April 14, 2012 article on this site. Lisa says she is a “Special Op Starseed” (Blue Ray). Read what Lisa says about the “super-sensitive” who “drop their bodies” (meaning transmutation does not work—resulting in death). I think the Sirians know who will “transmute.”

Implementation: 2012

Vehicles: Unknown

Evidence: Drunvalo and Marina would be embarrassed and discredited if their warning is incorrect.

See: Godsebook articles:

• April 14, 2012
• April 26, 2012, Postscript #1
• April 28, 2012, Postscript #2

Drunvalo’s description of “seven” coming cataclysms, in his YouTube interview with Lilou Mace, in April 2012, is very similar to the warning in the Book of Revelations.